THE ELECTRIC FLAG
Featuring BARRY GOLDBERG, HARVEY MANDEL & NICK GRAVENITES

These three pantheon musicians, all from Chicago, guided the course of the second wave of
modern Chicago blues—and brought the sound to California. Collectively, they represent an
important era in American music.
The Electric Flag (Mike Bloomfield, Nick Gravenites, Barry Goldberg, Harvey Brooks, Buddy Miles)
was a burning band that combined blues, rock, soul, psychedelia, and jazz, made their live debut at
the 1967 Monterey Pop Festival. One of the premiere bands of the 60s, with a line-up of legendary
musicians, The Electric Flag dazzled audiences and established a truly original sound far ahead of
its time.
Fans around the world still hold incredibly strong feelings for The Electric Flag. Their heartfelt
affection for these musicians and their music is deeply rooted, and the sentimentality of seeing
them on stage today is often overwhelming. Electric Flag takes people back to a time in which
music was less ubiquitous––it was sought out and shared, it was listened to obsessively and
intensely. As one Electric Flag fan recalled: “The songs became hard-wired into your psyche.”
Whenever Barry Goldberg, Nick Gravenites and Harvey Mandel hit the stage, they deliver a
performance unsurpassed in passion, extraordinary musicianship and authenticity. From the first
note, their fans are transported back to another era––and the sense of nostalgia and excitement is
palpable.

BARRY GOLDBERG
In a career spanning over five decades, Chicago Blues Hall of Fame piano and organ player Barry Goldberg has
traveled the world, performing and recording with everyone from Bob Dylan, Muddy Waters and Howlin’
Wolf to Phil Spector, Duane Allman and Neil Young.
In the early 60s, Goldberg, along with a cadre of fellow musicians Mike
Bloomfield, Paul Butterfield, Charlie Musselwhite and Harvey
Mandel, was part of the first wave of young white Chicago blues players
that sought out a musical education from the Chicago blues masters like
Little Walter, Howlin’ Wolf, Sonny Boy Williamson, and Muddy Waters.
In these years, Goldberg frequently sat in with Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy
Waters, Otis Rush, Magic Sam, and countless others. The great pianist
Otis Spann encouraged Barry’s musicianship, often stepping aside for him
to cut his chops with the Muddy Waters band.
Soon, Barry teamed up with Steve Miller to form the Goldberg-Miller
Blues Band in 1965, and later joined forces with Charlie Musselwhite,
contributing heavily to Musselwhite’s debut album “Stand Back.” Goldberg’s funky organ is also featured on
Mitch Ryder’s “Devil with a Blue Dress” and he performed with Bob Dylan at the 1965 Newport Folk
Festival –– the day Dylan went electric for the first time. In 1967, Barry and Michael Bloomfield formed the
Electric Flag Band with Nick Gravenites and an unknown Buddy Miles. Managed by the legendary Albert
Grossman, the group debuted at the first Monterey Pop Festival displaying their unique blend of blues, rock
and soul before a crowd of 55,000. They were signed to Columbia Records by Clive Davis, releasing classic
recordings and playing festivals worldwide as well as frequent shows at the Fillmore West –– where they were
often joined on stage by Jimi Hendrix.
Barry’s 1974 Atlantic Records solo album debut, cut in Muscle Shoals, was produced by Jerry Wexler and
Bob Dylan. Barry continued to release music on a variety of labels including: Atlantic, Buddah Records,
Verve, and others. In addition to his own music, Barry has written many
classics including: “I’ve Got to Use my Imagination” for Gladys Knight
and the Pips and “It’s Not the Spotlight” for Rod Stewart (with Gerry
Goffin), and produced the soundtracks for numerous television and film
productions, as well as the music for “The Kennedy Center Presents: A
Tribute to Muddy Waters.”
More recently, Barry teamed up with Stephen Stills and Kenny Wayne
Shepherd to tour and record as a supergroup trio called The Rides. He
was also featured in the documentary “Born in Chicago.” Barry
continues to perform with ELECTRIC FLAG and the Chicago Blues
Reunion band and as a headliner with his own band. His latest solo
album In The Groove was released in 2018 to rave reviews.
Throughout his illustrious career, Barry has performed and recorded with a diverse list of artists including:
Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf, Bob Dylan, Paul Butterfield, Duane Allman, Michael Bloomfield
Jimi Hendrix, Jim Morrison, Janis Joplin, Chuck Berry, Johnny Johnson, Leonard Cohen, The
Ramones, Robbie Robertson, John Lee Hooker, Mama Cass, Richie Havens, Jimmy Witherspoon, Magic
Sam, Otis Rush, Mitch Ryder, Leavon Helm, Jeff Healey, Ann Peebles, Tom Jones, Bobby “Blue” Bland,
Jackie Wilson, Joe Cocker, James Cotton, Kenny Burrell, Lou Ann Barton, Steve Cropper, Les McCann,
Steve Miller, Gram Parsons, Percy Sledge, Joan Osborne, Sam Lay, John Hammond, Elvin Bishop, Al
Kooper, Tracy Nelson, Neil Young, and many, many more…

HARVEY MANDEL
Guitarist Harvey Mandel began his career in the black blues clubs of Chicago, learning as much as he could
from the masters of classic urban blues. Mandel was born in Detroit on March 11, 1945 and raised in Chicago.
He began playing guitar while in his early teens and found his inspiration in the sound of the Ventures. Whole
new vistas in guitar appreciation opened up for him once he had the chance to hear musicians like Buddy
Guy in the small blues clubs of Chicago's West and South sides. Mandel learned from and performed with such
greats as Guy, Albert King, Muddy Waters, and Otis Rush. Mandel got his nickname, "The Snake," from
master blues harp player Charlie Musselwhite, who admired the way Mandel's left hand would effortlessly
snake up and down the guitar neck. He later took on the moniker "The King of Sustain" for the long, ringing
tones he's able to coax from his instrument.
After playing in Canned Heat (including a 1968 Woodstock
performance) and in John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers, Mandel's solo
career began in the late 1960s. He signed a deal with the Phillips
label distributed by Mercury Records. His first album, Cristo
Redentor (1968), was well-received on the then-growing
underground radio scene in California, and he followed it with two
more albums for Phillips, before recording string of albums
throughout the 70s for the Janus label.
Mandel's recorded work is a short who's-who of blues and roots rock
greats, and it includes albums with the Rolling Stones, John
Mayall, Canned Heat (a group he was part of in the '60s and again
in the '90s), Barry Goldberg, Jimmy Witherspoon, Don
"Sugarcane" Harris, Dewey Terry, Freddy Roulette, Bobby
Keys, and eventually, even his heroes the Ventures. For a great
sense of the genius of Mandel's playing, pick up Charlie
Musselwhite's debut for the Vanguard label, Stand Back!
Here Comes Charlie Musselwhite's Southside Blues Band.
Never a singer, but always an inventive and well-respected
guitarist, Mandel’s dedicated fan-base appreciates his natural
eclecticism and different styles. Like blues and jazz
pianist Mose Allison, Mandel plays a mix of styles on his
instrument, always skirting the line between genres. Recently,
Mandel beat a rare and invasive form of nasal cancer and
continues to tour, record and perform.

NICK GRAVENITES
Grammy Nominated, Nick Gravenites, grew up on the south side
of Chicago hanging out in the mid-50’s with a coterie of misfit
white kids – Elvin Bishop, Paul Butterfield, Michael
Bloomfield – who went on to form that protean powerhouse of
watershed white blues, The Paul Butterfield Blues Band.
Learning their lessons first-hand from the south side greats –
Muddy Waters, Buddy Guy, Howlin’ Wolf, Jimmy Reed,
Otis Rush – Gravenites & Co. burst open the seams of the scene
with a feverish intensity and undeniable authenticity, redefining
the blues with as much impact as the introduction of electric
instrumentation had 15 years earlier. From the late 50’s through
the mid 60’s, Gravenites gravitated between Chicago and San
Francisco, establishing himself in the Bay Area in 1965.
In addition to authoring the classic “Born In Chicago” and the
groundbreaking “East West” for Butterfield, Gravenites scribed
hits for Janis Joplin and has his songs recorded by Big Brother and the Holding Company, Michael
Bloomfield, the Electric Flag (of which Gravenites was a founding member), Pure Prairie League, Tracy
Nelson, Roy Buchanan, Jimmy Witherspoon as well as blues giants Howlin’ Wolf, Otis Rush, and James
Cotton. He has a couple of solo albums and has scored and played on the soundtracks for “The Trip”, “Medium
Cool”, and “Steelyard Blues”. He has appeared on some 40 albums as singer, songwriter, guitarist, and
producer.
Nick joined Big Brother And The Holding Company early in 1969 staying until early 1972. He was involved
with the Taj Mahal/Mike Bloomfield live album, and also formed the Nick Gravenites Band in 1978. He
worked a lot with John Cipollina, a connection that started with Nick producing the first Quicksilver
Messenger Service albums. They soon built the Nick Gravenites-John Cipollina Band and recorded the
album “Bluestar” for the Line label of Germany in 1980.
The band featured former Clovers drummer Marcus David
and harmonica player Huey Lewis. Gravenites produced the
pop hit "One Toke Over the Line" for Brewer &
Shipley and the album Right Place, Wrong Time for Otis
Rush, for which he was nominated for a Grammy Award.
Gravenites and Pete Sears performed in front of 100,000
people on Earth Day 1990 at Crissy Field, San Francisco,
and later toured Greece and Europe.
Gravenites continues to perform and record with San
Francisco Bay area rock, blues, and soul musicians. He was
inducted to the Blues Hall of Fame in 2003 for his song
"Born in Chicago." He has toured with the Chicago Blues
Reunion and a new Electric Flag Band. He is featured in
the documentary film Born in Chicago, in which he and
several other Chicago natives tell of growing up with blues
music in Chicago. The film was shown at the SXSW festival
in Austin, Texas, in 2013.

